During last few years, the demand of cloud computing has immensely arisen among the Corporate/Business organizations. The cloud computing concept brings exclusive monetary benefits to the corporate houses through its pay-as per use facility. The incurred cost only lies in the consumption of hardware and software resources for any particular available business applications [1].For any particular project, all the web applications are deployed on available physical servers ,dispersed throughout the countries ,connected through cloud service providers. This mega scale growth in the adoption of cloud platform leads to extreme revenue benefits to the involved parties. But at the same time, information security also requires to be well enveloped in the cloud environment [2].In this research work, we have incorporated various cryptographic algorithms to improve the authentication module such as Challenge response Authentication protocol and file data storage using suitable and efficient Digital Signature Standard scheme along with effective encryption schemes such as AES as well. The proposed framework represents proper client -server authentication and secured & trusted architecture for stored information on cloud server. We have done research work to alleviate the security of stored information with in the cloud and also to protect it from any outside attack during information exchange between client and server.
INTRODUCTION
In today's computing world, cloud security has emerged as an immense requirement in business projects. There have been variety of prevailing security attacks which needs to be fixed to ensure proper protection of stored client's information over cloud server [3] .The Security attacks includes distributed denial of service attack (DDoS), replaying, masquerading, side channel attacks, phishing and geographical implications .In cloud computing platform, corporate organizations outsource the computing resources from other cloud vendors. The companies may decide to transfer their business applications/tools/databases on Cloud platform [4] . They are required to follow certain configurations and technical parameters related to their software and hardware needs before deciding to move to the cloud. According to [2] [5] , there have been various developed features of cloud computing, enforced and provided to the organizations if security and privacy risks are minimized. These features are as:-
Limitless

Flexibility:
The various software applications/databases can easily be accessed through cloud computing platform. This provides better scalability.
Reliability & Security: Both these features are imparted to the clients dealing with cloud Platform. These requirements serve the purpose of quality improvements in terms of service delivery to the users.
Collaboration of application units:
Various software applications/UIs/Executable gets collaborated together on same platform to perform desirable computing functions. Thus benefits the user's adaptability.
Portability:
Remote servers store and access client's data based on constraints. The client may avail its stored data and applications as per his/her requirements.
Simpler Devices: Devices such as PDAs, cellphones, video recorders etc. may be used to interface with cloud platform and thus becomes easily accessible. The true benefits of cloud computing can be utilized if real time privacy and security issues can be addressed to protect information part of the cloud platforms.
RELATED WORK & LIMITATIONS
In order to provide significant amount of information security for storage on cloud server, various research frameworks have been proposed and analyzed to ensure quality schemes to sustain high level security for client's data. There Following summarization indicates the literature survey on distinguished proposed research work related to information integrity within the cloud platform during recent years.
Information storage using Tripwire [12]
It is a type of Intrusion Detection System tool which was used to store the hash values of a particular file within the associated Database. Any intrusion leads to recompilation of latest hash values and comparison with original values from databases. The major drawback is the requirement of 
Flogger (A File centric logger to monitor file access in cloud) [11]
This tool accesses various system logs by establishing physical and virtual subnets. Their component includes various services in the form of:-File Sender daemon, File sender client program, Database loader, Windows and Linux floggers. The tool monitors every file/folder accesses briefly, keeps check on online generated system logs. The major drawback is huge database requirements which deteriorate cost effectiveness.
I3FS Tool (Intrusion detection file system [9] [10])
It consists of Berkeley Databases (Transaction based and High level performance dB).The file integrity gets verified after qualifying security and cache policies criterias.The checksums are stored in Berkeley databases against corresponding access policies. The limitation of this tool is the requirement of Berkeley databases and maintenance of database servers which may lead to server overheads in cloud environment.
Light weight File Monitoring Tool [6] [7]
It provides a light weight file integrity maintenance tool which computes the checksum of the client's stored file and saves within the file/folder. It verifies the information integrity in a cost effective manner as compared with other tools(already discussed).But it has its own limitations:-
• Absence of transparency to client in reference with determination of checksum by the server.
• There is no client involvement present during calculation of checksum by the server.
• It doesn't cater to the availability of backup replica (if in case, file integrity gets lost/disturbed).
• Client-server trust bond has no significance in this model. The attacker could impersonate as server.
• There exists a requirement of extra effective client-server relationship in order to enhance the overall quality of this model.
PROPOSED DESIGN FOR IMPROVISED AND RELIABLE INFORMATION INTEGRITY FRAMEWORK FOR CRITICAL INFORMATION STORAGE UNDER CLOUD PLATFORM [8] [20]
In this proposed work, we elaborate a client-server scenario for cloud computing. To provide information security to the saved client entity record on the cloud server, we have designed the following procedural events .This tool proves to be cost-effective and light weight without any additional database requirements. The Algorithm below illustrates the events sequentially in a given cloud computing scenario [14] [15] [16] 1. Initialize Client Process as P1 and Server Process as P2 (for a given cloud computing scenario).
2. P1 authenticates itself to the server (P2) using Zero Authentication Protocol.
3. If the authentication is valid, P2 allows P1 to get logged into the server and both processes exchanges secret key SP using Diffie-Hellman Key exchange method.
4. P1 selects file storage functionality (with a motive to store its own data on cloud server).
5. P2 saves the file F into shared hard disk and applies hash algorithm (SHA-1) in order to compute the final checksum output X.
6. X is stored in <output>tags in F only. (saves memory).
7. Apply AES encryption algorithm to encrypt the X.
8. Transfer X to P1.P1 applies AES decryption algorithm using secret key SP.
9. P1 applies DSS (Digital Standard Signature) algorithm using P1 private key p on X to produce FX.
10. P2 sends computed output FX to P2 for storage on cloud.
11. If P1 logged in again and applies for Integrity Verification of F.
12. P2 applies Integrity verification ( ) on X to produce FX'.
13. If FX==FX', Integrity Intact. File Preserved.
14. Else Integrity attacked. Apply Back-up Replica functionality.
15. Original File F available.
Integrity verification () ends.
17. Program Ends.
Advantages Of Proposed Information Integrity Model In Cloud Computing [17] [18] [19]
There are certain advantages related to given models which are as listed below:
• This research work generates trust and reliability between client and server entities.
• The client process gets directly connected with server process to compute the final checksum value to be stored in <output> tags within the file.
• This model eliminates the probability of an attacker who could even impersonate as server on the cloud platform.
• Transparency level exists between client and server entities while executing business acts. This leads to inculcation of trusted values.
• For proper secure key exchange procedures, Use of Diffie-Hellman Key exchange technique has also been collaborated into this model.
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• This model proves to be economical, reliable, and trustworthy and secure for critical information storage over cloud.
• The client authenticates itself with server using proper valid Zero-Authentication Protocol which has been designed such that claimant does not reveal anything which will endanger the confidentiality of the secret. The claimant proves the verifier that he knows a secret without leaking it
• The Digital Signature Standard (DSS)scheme has been incorporated to enhance the security of the computed checksum as its smaller in size and fast in speed in terms of execution(on comparison with other signatures). 
CONCLUSION
This proposed tool work had been executed in Oracle VM virtual box (based on LINUX, win7 Platform).The client and server processes have been developed using socket programming and specific socket address based structures. This tool performs regular integrity checks and thus supervises the intact integrity of the client's information over the cloud with better client -server communications .Thus, it can be observed that it proves to be time efficient and cost effective as it executes integrity calculation in approximately 1000 microseconds for 600 byte file which proves to be a minimal requirement as compared to long duration delays(in minutes/hours) consumed by server to perform integrity checks on client's stored information. This tool works without database software on the server. It satisfies light weight and secures storage tool criteria for cloud platform. 
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